
Workbook
7 Teachings from Elders 
that Guide You Towards 
Your Purpose



All humans share the same basic 
life purposes:

1. To evolve
2. To contribute
3. To become fully ourselves

It’s our paths that are unique.

That’s why you can’t just copy what someone 
else does and get the same effect.

Purpose is a source of 
meaning and 
fulfillment.
Your path to finding and fulfilling your purpose 
is a journey through the harrowing landscape of 
your neuroses, ego-identities, conditioned 
beliefs, and defense mechanisms. Your path 
may take you directly into and through the belly 
of your mightiest beasts.

As you walk along it, you gain the wisdom and 
skill to face down each beast and see new ways 
forward. You become clearer and clearer about 
your unique purpose. And every step you take 
towards it gives you more and more fulfillment.

These 7 teachings will help you face some of 
the beasts along your path and show you 
new ways forward.



Carol Adrienne’s personal mantra:

"Trust that whatever is 
happening is happening for a 

reason."



7 Teachings from Elders that Guide You Towards Your Purpose

With new eyes, pause and look around you right now. Trust that whatever is happening is 
happening for a reason. Notice how present you become now.

Jot down some observations.

What is catching your eye? If it could speak, what would it say to you?

What’s happening around you? What’s special about it?

Reflect on your day so far. There’s a reason you made specific choices and experienced specific 
things. Let’s explore what those reasons could be.

What might be significant about...

The outfit and accessories you choose to wear today?

Decisions you made on a whim?
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Unexpected events that occurred, even tiny ones?

Interactions with unexpected people you encountered?

New or interesting thoughts you had or emotions you felt?

What purpose-filled opportunities is all of this pointing you towards...

Regarding how you’re meant to challenge yourself and grow?

Regarding how you’re meant to contribute and make an impact?

Regarding how you’re meant to become more fully, authentically yourself?



bell hooks’s personal mantra:

"Be guided by love."
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When I love someone, I sometimes… (circle all that apply)

What do you notice in common about your circled items?

What do you think is the core fear or lack that you perceive in them?

In yourself?

Become infatuated Think they’re perfect Do everything for them Ignore my friends

Shield them from hurt Adapt their preferences Hide my bad sides Never show anger

Never say No Get anxious Never disagree Expect loyalty

Lose myself Become possessive Become insecure Don’t want them to 
change
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Nurturing YOUR OWN growth?

Liberating yourself and becoming more of 
your true self?

Challenging and transforming yourself?

Nurturing THEIR growth?

Liberating them and helping them become 
more of their true self?

Supporting their transformation?

Instead, how might you love with purpose by...



Guy Kawasaki’s personal mantra:

"Empower people."
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Scorpion and Frog are on the side of a river. Scorpion wants to get to the 

other side of the river.

Scorpion says to Frog, “Take me to the other side of the river.”

Frog says, “I’m not letting you get on my back. If you sting me, I’ll die.”

Scorpion says, “Well that’s stupid. If I sting you in the middle of the 

river, you’ll die and I’ll die because I cannot swim.”

So Frog agrees. Scorpion jumps on Frog’s back, and Frog starts 

swimming across. In the middle of the river, Scorpion stings Frog.

As Frog dies, he says with his last breath, “Why did you sting me? Now 

we’ll both die.”

And the Scorpion says, “I’m a scorpion. That’s what scorpions do.”
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The Scorpion & The Frog
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“Why the hell am I telling you all this story? Because I, Guy, am an 
Evangelist. That’s just what I do.” - Guy K.

What are things you can’t help but do even when it’s not convenient, requested or required?

What do others say about you: “We can always count on you to _______.”

What are things that if you could no longer do, would basically equal death for you?

If you could invent your dream job and put any job title on your business card, what would 
you call yourself?
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Gay Hendricks’s personal mantra:

“I expand in love, creativity and 
abundance every day, as I inspire 
others who are interested to do 

the same.”
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Upper Limit Barrier #1: Feeling Fundamentally Flawed
You believe you’re undeserving of great success and happiness. You’re afraid that even your 
genius is flawed, and thus never allow it to be fully seen or shine forth.

From 1 to 5, how true does this ring for you?
1 = Not at all, 5 = Completely
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1 2 3 4 5

Upper Limit Barrier #2: Disloyalty and Abandonment
You believe that great success will take you away from your roots and cause you to abandon 
people you love. You’re afraid this disloyalty will result in becoming completely alone.

From 1 to 5, how true does this ring for you?
1 = Not at all, 5 = Completely 1 2 3 4 5

Upper Limit Barrier #3: More Success Brings a Bigger Burden
The unconscious message from your childhood was that your presence in the world was a burden 
to others. More success means you become an even bigger burden on others.

From 1 to 5, how true does this ring for you?
1 = Not at all, 5 = Completely 1 2 3 4 5

Upper Limit Barrier #4: The Crime of Outshining
You were a gifted kid, so you earned your parents’ approval, but you also receive the powerful 
subliminal message not to shine too much at the risk of making others feel bad.

From 1 to 5, how true does this ring for you?
1 = Not at all, 5 = Completely 1 2 3 4 5
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Upper Limit Barrier #4: The Crime of Outshining

The antidote to feeling like outshining others is a crime is GOODNESS.
● Affirm: “I am good, loving, and kind.”, “I have gifts to share with the world.”
● Journal: “How might it be a crime to NOT try to reach your highest level of success?”
● Act: Show respect for others by not “dumbing yourself down” just to appease them.

Upper Limit Barrier #3: More Success Brings a Bigger Burden

The antidote to feeling like you’re a burden is WORTHINESS.
● Affirm: “I am valuable and important.”, “I deserve to exist.”, “I matter to the world.”
● Journal: “How does my success serve to uplift, inspire and empower others?”
● Act: Make a point to share your wins with others and invite them to celebrate with you!

Upper Limit Barrier #2: Disloyalty and Abandonment

The antidote to feeling disloyal and abandoned is BELONGING.
● Affirm: “I am exactly where I’m supposed to be.”, “I exist, therefore I belong.”, “I am here, now.”
● Journal: “How am I actually honoring my roots by becoming my greatest self?”
● Act: Retell to others the story of your background and identity in a way that empowers you.

Upper Limit Barrier #1: Feeling Fundamentally Flawed

The antidote to feeling fundamentally flawed is ACCEPTANCE.
● Affirm: “I am perfect as I am.”, “I am whole.”, “I am loved for who I am.”
● Journal: “How are my perceived flaws actually strengths and gifts?”
● Act: If you accepted yourself completely, what would your do? How would you behave?
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Eric Maisel’s personal mantra:

“Do the next right thing.”
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What You Really Want
Your vision, dream, goals
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Busy-ness
Relentless, daily 

life stuff

Distractions
Shiny objects, addictions, 

temptations

Dead Weight
Regrets, resentments, 

negativity
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Take 1 courageous step 
in that direction.

What big, hairy, audacious goal captivates you even 
though it scares the shit out of you?

Settle it right 
now once and 

for all.

What have you 
been putting 
off settling in 

the 
organization of 

your life?

Choose 1 thing you 
will no longer tolerate. 

Figure out how to 
overcome it.

What are the biggest barriers in your 
way that you can control?

What are all 
the things and 

people that 
distract you 
from your 

goals?

Draw a firm 
boundary 

with yourself 
or someone in 

your life.

REFLECT

ACT



Rita Shimmin’s personal mantra:

Everyday I experience a part of myself that I have internalized 
judgement about, ranging from mild dislike to disgust and revulsion, 

and I tell that part:

“I see you, I love you, and I will 
take care of you.”
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What are 3 qualities you hide, repress, or dislike about yourself?

Draw what they look like to you down below:

1. _________________________

2. _________________________

3. _________________________
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Here’s mine.

Loving our oppressed parts allows us to be our full selves (one of our basic purposes in life).

1. _________________________

2. _________________________

3. _________________________
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The Practice

Start with 1 drawing/part. Call forth that part.

Close your eyes. Greet it.

Tell it, “I see you.”

Pause. Notice emotions or sensations.

Put your hand on your heart.

Tell it, “I love you.”

Pause. Notice.

Breathe. Square your shoulders.

Tell it, “I will take care of you.” 

Pause. Notice.

Repeat for each part.
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James Carse’s personal mantra:

“There is only one infinite game.”
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Suspend all the rules of society you feel you must abide by…
I.e. Get married by 30. Have 2 kids. Lose weight. Retire at 65. Buy a house. Etc, etc.

Write new rules for yourself. Commit to changing them in 1 year or sooner.
1.    

2.    

3.    

Catch yourself comparing or ranking yourself against others.
I.e. “I’m or They’re better/worse/more/less...”

Make it a game with a friend. Everytime you catch the other saying it, put $1 
into a dinner fund. Then go eat together.

Look beyond your finite worlds (your job, your friend group, etc) and look at 
the infinite world of your entire life. Where does it look like you’re headed?

What are the values and vision you want to work towards no matter what 
else is going on around you?

How would you like each day to feel no matter what you’re doing?

Complete the sentence: “When I’m 80 years old and look back on my life, 
what I WILL CHERISH MOST is/are...”

WRITE 
NEW 

RULES

PLAY

ZOOM 
OUT



Hi, I’m Eddie.

I help Asians in tech design their 
lives around who they really are, so 
they can actually enjoy the success 
they worked so hard to achieve.

You took the practical route to make good on 
the implicit promise you made to your family 
and culture, but now you feel stuck and 
unfulfilled. You wish you could “transcend” the 
forces pulling on you to be dutiful and practical, 
just like the self-help books say to do, but you 
can’t.

Thing is, there’s nothing wrong with those 
values. They helped your family survive for 
generations, and they are helping you survive 
today. Instead of fighting it, integrate it.

Find out how at stancecoaching.com


